Axon ADP

ADP

A solution for exchanges and vendors to streamline the collection and
management of market data usage declarations.
The Axon Declaration Portal (ADP) is a web portal that provides market data
vendors and exchanges with the ability to collect and manage their customers’
market data declarations. Delivering a simple, yet comprehensive online solution
to market data reporting.

Automate
Automated market
data declaration
requests and reminders
are sent out via email
to all your subscribing
clients. The status of
each client declaration
is monitored by the
ADP administration
portal.
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Simplify
Market data
declarations are
entered into a web
form via the Axon
Declaration Portal.
Spreadsheets sent
back and forth by
email are no longer
required.
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Comply
Compliance for the
client becomes easier
with the simplified
declaration process
which can also be
augmented with ACT,
to enable a client to
provide more details
on how they are using
the data.
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The way market data should be managed.
Our technology-enabled market data compliance platform is an industry
game-changer.
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Core features

Cloud based service
The ADP service is a resilient cloudbased service which is backed up
to ensure data is retained for audit
purposes, in line with exchange and
vendor policy.

Easy access
ADP provides market data clients
with a simple to use web enabled
interface via secure login.

Role based logins
Multiple levels of access to the portal
are available to allow you to manage
which of your clients is allowed
to read, save and submit their
declarations.

Consolidated view
Through the administration portal
the vendor or exchange can manage
all their client’s current and historic
declarations, which also includes the
ability to export the data for import
to other systems, such as client
billing.

